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Abstract

State-of-the-art object recognition methods do not generalize well to unseen domains. Work in domain generalization has attempted to bridge domains by increasing feature compatibility, but has focused on standard, appearance-based representations. We show the potential of shape-based representations to increase domain robustness. We compare two types of shape-based representations: one trains a convolutional network over edge features, and another computes a soft, dense medial axis transform. We show the complementary strengths of these representations for different types of domains, and the effect of the amount of texture that is preserved. We show that our shape-based techniques better leverage data augmentations for domain generalization, and are more effective at texture bias mitigation than shape-inducing augmentations. Finally, we show that when the convolutional network in state-of-the-art domain generalization methods is replaced with one that explicitly captures shape, we obtain improved results.

1. Introduction

Appearance-based convolutional representations have advanced visual recognition, but the community has primarily focused on the setting where training and test sets belong to the same distribution. It is now well-known that models trained on one dataset do not generalize well to others [16, 48, 11, 28, 29, 15]. This is problematic because in many real-world cases, we do not have access to plentiful data from the domains our model will be applied on. In contrast to computer vision models, humans have little trouble recognizing object categories across domains: children easily recognize animals in cartoons of different drawing styles, with zero/few training samples.

Prior research shows that shape is largely important for human vision [27, 14, 1, 50]. On the other hand, prior work in computer vision shows that convolutional representations are biased towards texture [17, 2, 23]. However, as shown in Fig. 1, shape is more robust to domain shifts than texture: the shape of the legs and tails of dogs is similar, even though appearance and texture vary across domains. Prior work [9] shows that later layers of a network are less domain-specific than earlier ones, and it is namely later layers that capture larger, more global, shape-like patterns, implicitly.

We compare the potential of two representations that explicitly capture shape, for boosting domain generalizations results. We focus on sparsely-textured objects, such as those portrayed in cartoons and sketches. Many real-world documents contain sparsely-textured imagery, e.g. comic books. Importantly, these are the domains that domain generalization approaches typically struggle with (i.e. where they achieve lowest results).

First, we compare two mechanisms to capture shape: both rely on first converting the image to an edge map that partly removes texture. One representation directly learns a convolutional network on top of the edge map, which has already suppressed texture to some degree. The other relies on new, specialized shape-responsive circular filters akin to Laplacian of Gaussians. These filters create an approxima-
tion of the Medial Axis Transform [4] of an object, which is a way to represent the inner skeleton and shape of the object. Importantly, our representation is denser than the edge map, and we show this is important for several domains where the original images contain sparse information (are not highly textured). We feed our representation to a standard, trainable ResNet to compute a hierarchy of shape-based features. We finally fuse either or both of these shape representations, with a standard, appearance-based convolutional representation (ResNet-18). We show that shape representations are very effective at domain generalization, especially for sparse images. We boost the performance of methods that explicitly tackle domain generalization but use appearance-only representations [15, 29, 8, 16].

Our second contribution is extensive analysis of the factors that affect how shape boosts domain robustness. We compare the impact of edge quality, including blurring before edge detection, and the impact of different data augmentations. We show that simpler edge extraction methods work better for sparsely-textured images, and that more blurring before edge extraction is helpful for densely-textured images. We test various shape representations on the PACS, Office-Home, and DomainNet datasets. We also compare to a prior technique [23] that discovers some data augmentations reduce texture bias, but our method works better than this prior texture bias mitigation technique.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows: (1) extensive comparisons of edge- and medial axis-based shape representations, with different edge extraction mechanisms; (2) tests of the sensitivity of multiple shape representations to edge quality, for domain generalization; (3) detailed examination of the contribution of data augmentation; (4) improved performance of statistical domain generalization methods by using shape-based representations; and (5) a new mechanism for a convolutional network to more explicitly capture shape, which is robust to domain shifts, especially for sparsely-textured objects.

2. Related work

Prior work [17, 23] shows that convolutional networks are more likely to use texture as a cue for classification, rather than shape. A few recognition methods rely on shape explicitly, and we describe some of these below. We next discuss work on domain generalization; none of this work has combined a shape-based representation with statistical bridging of features across domains, as we do.

Shape representations. While shape modeling and reconstruction methods exist [44, 31], shape has been used for recognition to a very limited extent. Shape-based 2D image recognition includes [3, 46, 26] but these do not utilize hierarchical convolutional representations. More recently, researchers have formulated approaches for extracting the skeleton of objects [47, 60, 53, 6], e.g. for image reconstruction, based on the well-known Medial Axis Transform [4]. These typically rely on skeleton annotations, while we do not use supervision, and they do not show skeletons’ applications for object classification. [39] train a standard CNN on top of a weighted skeleton representation for scene recognition. However, a scene contains many objects hence the contour map is dense, while an image in a domain generalization dataset [28, 49] contains a single object, hence a contour image is more sparse, especially for sketches and cartoons. Therefore, a CNN may not have enough signal to learn a useful representation; we compare against [39].

Shape in retrieval. A number of prior works model sketches and learn cross-modal photo-sketch spaces for retrieval [41, 58, 43, 35, 36, 40]. Many of these require paired photo-sketch data (same object instances per pair) e.g. from [41], which is more challenging to obtain than unpaired samples from different domains, as in standard domain generalization datasets. We also tackle a different task (classification rather than retrieval), in the setting where no target domain samples are available at training time, and we focus on a broader set of domains beyond photo and sketch. Radenovic et al. [38] use learnable parameters to extract a filtered edge representation, with soft thresholding of weaker edges. Their network is fine-tuned using paired photo-edge data automatically generated through a specialized 3D reconstruction framework. As a side task to retrieval, they also show results for domain generalization. However, [38] only compare to a CNN trained with multiple source domains (the simplest baseline in our results), not to dedicated domain generalization methods, and do not combine their edge method with such generalization methods. We show that our skeleton-based representation exceeds a variant of [38] when details in the image are sparse. We are not aware of prior work that softly extracts object skeletons and computes a dense, convolutional shape representation.

Shape bias. Geirhos et al. [17] explore the role of texture and shape in CNN-based models and humans. They construct images to assess texture and shape biases: e.g. silhouettes, edge images, texture images (small patch of elephant skin). CNN models outperform humans for texture, but underperform for edge images and silhouettes. These results demonstrate that appearance-based CNN models do not capture shape well, and motivate our work. While [17, 23] cope with texture bias through data augmentation, we explicitly capture shape through new filters, and achieve improved results on domain generalization. We examine how augmentation impacts robustness to domain shifts for different domains and methods.

Sketch representations. One of the domains we test our shape representation on is the sketch domain, which implicitly contains strong information about shape. While we consider a static representation of sketches, they have also been represented as temporal constructs [55], using transformers.
Domain generalization. The discrepancy of performance across domains is studied in work on domain adaptation (DA) and generalization (DG). One common technique is to minimize the discrepancy between domains in feature space [48, 30, 5, 16, 45]. Researchers have proposed to align domains at the pixel or patch level, align moments and prototypical samples, align class relations, adaptively tune parts of the network, explicitly expose a network to domain mismatches at training time, suppress dominant features at training time, use auxiliary signal from self-supervised tasks, separately compute batch statistics per domain, etc. [11, 52, 29, 34, 18, 25, 8, 15, 51, 10, 61, 42, 24]. The main limitation of prior DA/DG methods is they have used similar types of representations as those used by methods that aim to “overfit” to dataset characteristics, i.e. responses to appearance filters. DA/DG methods have failed to explore shape as an intuitive representation humans rely on as they naturally perform generalization. We compare to three prior works in this realm [15, 29, 8, 16]. When our medial axis-based shape features are used instead of ResNet features in [29] or [15], performance improves. In recent work [33] published after ours commenced, shock graphs (related to skeletons) are used for domain generalization, but the representation is not dense, and is used in the somewhat unrealistic setting of no ImageNet pretraining.

Corruption robustness. Recent work [21, 22, 59] proposes representations robust to synthetic corruptions (e.g. Gaussian noise, motion blur, snow) while we examine real dataset shifts (e.g. cartoon vs sketch), and focus on shape as a novel technique to increase generalization.

3. Shape representations with edges and MAT

We capture shape through (1) a convolutional network trained using edge maps as inputs, or (2) circular filters that approximate a Medial Axis Transform (MAT) skeleton [4], but compute a dense representation, to increase the amount of signal that a network taking the skeleton as input can capture. We train the shape networks jointly with a standard CNN, with shape and texture branches combined via a fully-connected layer. We experiment with $\text{CIRCLE}(N)+R$ (top two branches, which uses $n$ circular filters), $\text{EDGE}+R$ (bottom two) and $\text{CIRCLE}(N)+\text{EDGE}+R$ (all three).

3.1. Convolutions over an edge map

Our first shape representation simply relies on edges. First, we convert the image to grayscale, and use Canny edge detection [7] to extract the object edges. We set the lower and upper thresholds in Canny’s classic algorithm by visual inspection on the training set, and show sensitivity to different amounts of blurring before edge extraction, in Table 4. Blurring is a classic way to reduce the amount of detail (texture) and obtain coarser contour edges (i.e. just the boundary of a shirt, rather than the patterns on a shirt). We also use a more recent edge detection method, namely Holistically-Nested Edge Detection (HED) [54]. We achieve the best results across both shape methods when filtering edge values less than 0.5 and binarizing the resulting image. Unlike Canny, HED requires supervised training which could result in domain-specific edge detection models. We find HED consistently does worse than Canny for the cartoon domain which is different from the photos HED was trained on. We then feed the edge map to a standard, trainable ResNet-18 convolutional network, which learns to capture shape since the edge input removes texture to a certain degree. In experiments, we show that the best domain generalization results are achieved when sufficient blurring is applied. While this approach is simple, no prior work has extensively evaluated the impact of the type of edge representation in domain generalization, and combined shape with state-of-the-art DG techniques.

3.2. Specialized circular MAT filters

Our second approach is to pass the edge image through a convolutional layer with specialized filters. We construct up to 16 filters, which are circles of different sizes and mimic the process of creating MAT skeletons. We use the created filters as kernel weights in a convolutional layer, followed by batch normalization and RELU. We feed the output from...
our shape-based layer to a trainable ResNet-18, to compute a hierarchy of shape-based features. We also combine the shape filter branch with a standard CNN, using a FC layer.

**Background:** The object skeleton or medial axis (MA) [4] of an object is the set of points inside the object boundary that represent the overall shape. Every point in the MA (shown in red in Fig. 3) is located at the center of the largest circle which can be inscribed within the object boundary. The set of centers and radii of all maximally inscribed (MI) circles represents the Medial Axis Transform (MAT). We use MAT because the medial axis represents the shape of the object without considering color or texture.

**Desired behavior of a MAT filter:** In Fig. 3, black pixels show the object boundary, red pixels show the object’s medial axis, and green circles are filters. Fig. 3 (a) shows a filter that touches the boundaries of the object in more than one point and its center is located on the medial axis. To be a filter that computes a MAT skeleton in a soft way, a filter should have high value at this position. Fig. 3 (b) shows a filter which touches only one of the boundaries so its center is not located on the medial axis and the filter response should be less than case (a) but larger than zero. Fig. 3 (c) shows a filter whose center is located on the object boundary and Fig. 3 (d) shows a filter which does not overlap with any boundary. For (c-d), we want the filter response to be zero. Note that no prior work proposes specialized filters to compute a MAT skeleton in a soft, dense way.

**Construction:** We experiment with circular filters of different sizes, using Alg. 1. We compute the number of circles which can fit in a given square; this number is proportional to the size of the filter. We find the pixels whose coordinates overlap with the equation of each circle. We enforce that the sum of all values inside the filter should be zero. To mimic MAT, the outer circles need to be positive and inner circles need to be negative and of the same absolute values. We show our proposed setting for one filter in Fig. 4 (a). The inner circles with negative values are shown in green. The middle circle with zero value is in blue, and outer circles with positive values in orange. Some pixels overlap with more than one circle (in red) and we need to sum the values for these pixels. The value of the center pixel is twice the highest values of circles because we want the sum of the pixels along the diameter to be zero: if a line crosses the center of filter, the filter response should be zero.

**Filter bank:** To find the maximally-inscribed circles, the original MAT creates a “vocabulary” of filters with different radii. Similarly, we generate filters to cover a subset of all possible circle sizes. We use filters of size $4m+1$ where $2 \leq m \leq (n+1)$, $n$ is number of filters, and $n \in \{1, 2, 4, 8, 16\}$ (we show different values in our experiments). $4m + 1$ is capped at the image size 224. The pixel values of filters are proportional to the filter size. Filters are resized to the same largest size (padding with zeros as needed).

**Discussion:** Our filters share some similarity with Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filters which also compute circular differences. However, if the filter crosses a line in the middle, the response using LoG would not necessarily be zero, so LoG would not have the benefits of accurately capturing the well-studied MAT. Further, as shown in Fig. 4 (b), our filters result in a denser image compared to LoG, which facilitates the learning of the network. An alternative would be to learn what the circular filters should be (circles are just equations). However, it is not clear whether the circles that are learned will be domain-specific. Instead, we rely on the subsequent learnable layers to inform the model which hand-constructed filters are useful. Our representation offers some robustness to rotation, translation, skew etc. compared to a binary, sparse skeleton. For example, if an object was at $(x, y)$ and shifts by $(a, b)$, the

---

**Algorithm 1** Pseudocode for circular filters. $cirID$ returns the circle ID on which the pixel is located, or -1 if the pixel is not on a circle, e.g. corners of Fig. 4 (a).

```
for iteration = 2,..,numFilters + 1 do
  filtSize = 4 \times iteration + 1
  numCirc = \lfloor \frac{\text{filtSize}}{2} \rfloor + 1
  circVal = \text{zeros}(\text{numCirc})
  filter = \text{zeros}([\text{filtSize}, \text{filtSize}])
  for i = 0,..,\text{numCirc} - 1 do
    \text{circVal}[i] = \lfloor \frac{\text{filtSize}}{4} \rfloor - i
  end for
  circVal[\text{numCirc} - 1] = \text{circVal}[\text{numCirc} - 1] \times 2
  for i = 0,..,\text{filtSize} - 1 do
    for j = 0,..,\text{filtSize} - 1 do
      circNum = \text{CIRCID}(i, j, \text{filtSize})
      if \text{circNum} \neq -1 then
        filter[i, j] += \text{circVal}[\text{circNum}]
      end if
    end for
  end for
```

---

Figure 4. (a) One of our circular filters used to compute a MAT. For line crossing the filter in the middle, the response would be zero as desired. (b) Comparison of one of our filters vs a comparably-sized LoG filter. We show larger filters in Fig. 5.
binary skeleton that had value 1 at \((x, y)\), would now have 0. Our representation is softer/denser, so there will be some response at both \((x, y)\) and \((x+a, y+b)\). We found ellipse filters (to cover different orientations) had limited benefits.

**Implementation details:** We initialize the ResNet part in each branch (whether operating over skeleton outputs, edge maps, or pixels) to those trained on ImageNet. Each branch has a fully-connected (FC) layer which is used to separately train it for the classification task. We combine the branches using another FC layer. We allow the ResNet convolutional, FC layers of each branch and the FC layer for combination of branches, to train. We trained our models and all baselines with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), initial learning rate of 0.001, 30 epochs and batch size of 128. The learning rate decreases to 0.0001 after 24 epochs. Batches contain samples from each of the source domains.

4. The role of shape: Experiments

We make four key findings. First, we show a shape-based representation is greatly superior to an appearance-based one, for domain generalization (Table 1, 6, 7), and that relative performance is consistent regardless of the edge extraction mechanism (Table 1). The MAT-based representation is especially useful for the sparse domains, i.e. cartoons and sketches. Second, we demonstrate a combined shape and appearance representation is superior to an appearance-only one for two domain generalization methods (Table 2, 6). Third, we show that the strong performance of shape methods persists when data augmentation is applied, with the combination of \(\text{CIRCLE}(N)+\text{EDGE}+\text{R}\) being strongest, followed by \(\text{CIRCLE}(N)+\text{R}\) (Table 3). We also show that we can better leverage augmentations that generally increase texture bias, if using them in conjunction with a shape-based method. Fourth, we demonstrate the domain dependence of the optimal amount of blurring applied before edge extraction (Table 4) and optimal number of circles (Table 5).

We describe the methods and setup in Sec. 4.1, our results on PACS in Sec. 4.2, and on OfficeHome and DomainNet in Sec. 4.3. **We focus on domains with low texture, namely cartoons, sketches and clipart. Results are lowest for the baseline for these sparsely-textured domains, indicating larger need to develop improved representations.**

4.1. Experimental setup

**Methods compared:** We use ResNet-18 [20] for all of the following methods, pretrained using ImageNet [13], as in [8]. The simplest, but strong baseline is:

- **DEEP ALL:** Pools together data from different source domains and does not explicitly apply domain regularization/generalization techniques.

We test four methods for representing shape:

- **EDGE:** We train a ResNet using edge maps. Because edge images have much of their texture removed (if using a sufficiently large threshold), this method captures shape. The initial weights are borrowed from a model trained on ImageNet (averaging over the RGB channels for the first layer because edges are grayscale). This baseline is inspired by [39] that captures shape for scene rather than object classification. We do not weight contour saliency as in [39], but the results are far below DEEP ALL and saliency weighting would not compensate the gap.
- **EDGE+R:** The edge map representation is combined with a standard appearance ResNet, as described in Sec. 3.1. This method is similar to [38], but [38] did not study the impact of edge quality on generalization performance, and did not combine DG and shape methods.
- **CIRCLE(\(N\))+R:** We compute a soft representation of an object’s skeleton using \(n\) circular filters of different sizes, as described in Sec. 3.2. The number of input channels is \(n\). We use the mean over RGB of the first conv layer from a model pre-trained on ImageNet, with small random noise added to obtain different weights per channel.
- **CIRCLE(\(N\))+EDGE+R:** This architecture combines the circular filter stream CIRCLE(\(N\)), edge stream EDGE and appearance stream R, and corresponds to the full Fig. 2.

We compare to four domain generalization methods which use standard appearance representations:

- **JIGSAW:** Carlucci et al. [8] propose an approach that encourages generalization by asking networks to solve a self-supervision task (of predicting how pieces of an image were shuffled) in addition to classification. We use 31 permutations to shuffle. On PACS, 90% are ordered and 10% are shuffled, and on OfficeHome, 70% are ordered and 30% shuffled (best setting we could find).
- **EPISODIC** training by Li et al. [29] exposes a network to domain shifts via three strategies. It trains multiple domain-specific networks, but uses a single network at test time, and has 4x the parameters of DEEP ALL. We also combine EPISODIC with our shape representation using the combination of features extracted from CIRCLE(2) and RESNET instead of just RESNET.
- **MASF** by Dou et al. [15] exposes the training process to domain shift by splitting the training data into meta train and meta test sets. In addition to hard label classification, it aligns the soft label distribution between meta train and meta test by minimizing their symmetrized Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence and forces the model to learn a domain-invariant representation. We combine MASF with shape by using the MASF training paradigm on CIRCLE(2) and RESNET independently and combining the extracted features using a FC layer.
- **GRADREV** by Ganin et al. [16] trains a domain classifier and negates (reverses) the gradient, to ensure similar features are extracted from images in different domains. We perform reversal over the source domains.

**Data, splits, metrics:** We primarily use PACS, but
also include results on the Office-Home and DomainNet datasets. PACS [28] contains 9,991 images from seven classes and four modalities: cartoon, sketch, art painting and photo. Office-Home [49] contains 15,500 images from 65 different categories and four modalities: clipart, art, product and real-world. DomainNet [37] contains 569,010 images from 345 classes and 6 modalities: clipart, quick-draw, sketch, infograph, painting, and real. For DomainNet only, we focus on three domains that are sparsely-textured, and use a subset of the images to reduce computational cost. One target domain is used to test in each experiment, and the remaining domains are used as sources to train on (using a 90%/10% split for train/val). We report standard top-1 accuracy for object classification. For every experiment, we train each model 3 times and report the average accuracy.

Settings: It is well-known that implementation details contribute greatly to performance differences between methods; see [12, 32]. In the results for “Deep All”, [8] observe the numbers reported in different papers vary by up to 6% (65.3% reported for “Deep All” in one paper, and 71.5% in another, using the same architecture). To isolate the effect of different implementation details and compare methods on equal footing, we compute the performance for each method in our own environment, using code from the original papers [8, 29, 15]. We train the batch normalization layers for all methods, as done in the majority of prior work. An alternative is to freeze the batchnorm layer; [29] show this may help even for the basic “Deep All” method, but the effect is not well studied for other baselines, and it depends on the distribution of samples from different modalities per batch. We do not use weight decay. We use Canny edge detection in most tables except Table 1.

Data augmentation: In most tables, we do not use data augmentation, because prior work [23] shows it has complex effects on shape and texture biases and we want to isolate these effects. [29] also do not use augmentation. In Table 3, we study the impact of different types of augmentation on generalization performance, using our implementations for Gaussian and Sobel and the PyTorch implementations for the rest of augmentations. Color Jittering changes the brightness, contrast, saturation and hue of the image. Grayscale converts the image to grayscale. Random Resized Crop crops the image to a random size and aspect ratio. Random Horizontal Flip randomly flips the image. Gaussian adds Gaussian noise to the image. Sobel applies the Sobel filter on the image. We observe the benefit of shape methods over the Deep ALL baseline is generally maintained. With data augmentation, the relative contribution of our MAT-based representations ($\text{CIRCLE}(N)+R$ and $\text{CIRCLE}(N)+\text{EDGE}+R$) over $\text{EDGE}+R$ increases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method / Target</th>
<th>Cartoon</th>
<th>Sketch</th>
<th>Painting</th>
<th>Photo</th>
<th>Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEEP ALL [20]</td>
<td>0.7031</td>
<td>0.6181</td>
<td>0.7155</td>
<td>0.9509</td>
<td>0.7469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canny</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGE [39]</td>
<td>0.6445</td>
<td>0.5980</td>
<td>0.5362</td>
<td>0.7046</td>
<td>0.6433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGE+R [38]</td>
<td>0.7088</td>
<td>0.6953</td>
<td>0.7282</td>
<td>0.9383</td>
<td>0.7677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIR(2)+R</td>
<td>0.7122</td>
<td>0.6933</td>
<td>0.7217</td>
<td>0.9313</td>
<td>0.7646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIR(2)+E+R</td>
<td>0.7120</td>
<td>0.7116</td>
<td>0.6910</td>
<td>0.9220</td>
<td>0.7592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGE+R</td>
<td>0.6883</td>
<td>0.7008</td>
<td>0.7411</td>
<td>0.9373</td>
<td>0.7669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIR(2)+E+R</td>
<td>0.7106</td>
<td>0.6960</td>
<td>0.7381</td>
<td>0.9389</td>
<td>0.7409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIR(2)+E+R</td>
<td>0.6951</td>
<td>0.7303</td>
<td>0.7228</td>
<td>0.9293</td>
<td>0.7911</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of representations on PACS. The best method in each group in **bold**: the best per column also underlined. We focus on the domains shown in blue. The best method per group is consistent for the first three domains across both Canny and HED, and shape consistently outperforms appearance except on photos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method / Target</th>
<th>Cartoon</th>
<th>Sketch</th>
<th>Painting</th>
<th>Photo</th>
<th>Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRADLEY [16]</td>
<td>0.7078</td>
<td>0.6538</td>
<td>0.6981</td>
<td>0.9387</td>
<td>0.7494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIGSAW [8]</td>
<td>0.7061</td>
<td>0.6402</td>
<td>0.7264</td>
<td>0.9545</td>
<td>0.7568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPISDC: R [29]</td>
<td>0.7108</td>
<td>0.6936</td>
<td>0.7598</td>
<td>0.9402</td>
<td>0.7511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPICS: CIR(2)+R</td>
<td>0.7108</td>
<td>0.7218</td>
<td>0.7803</td>
<td>0.8814</td>
<td>0.7536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASF: R [15]</td>
<td>0.7092</td>
<td>0.6543</td>
<td>0.7930</td>
<td>0.9291</td>
<td>0.7716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASF: CIR(2)+R</td>
<td>0.7443</td>
<td>0.7082</td>
<td>0.7510</td>
<td>0.9178</td>
<td>0.7803</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison against domain generalization baselines on PACS. The first three and the fifth methods use a ResNet-18 representation, while others use our CIR(2)+R. The better result in each of the last two groups is shown in **bold**: Combining DG methods with shape boosts results on cartoons, sketches, and on average.

4.2. Results: PACS

Shape improves upon appearance-only: In Table 1, we observe that the two shape methods we described in Sec. 3, outperform the DEEP ALL baseline by about 7.5% on Sketch, 0.5-1% on Cartoon, and 0.5-1.5% on Painting, using Canny. As observed in other domain generalization literature, DEEP ALL is the strongest method on Photo, but note that classification on photos is not the goal of domain generalization, because large photo datasets are much easier to find than cartoon/sketch/painting datasets. Our new MAT-based filters CIR(2)+R are strongest on Cartoons, and the combination CIR(2)+E+R is strongest on Sketch, while EDGE+R is strongest on Painting. In other words, on the two most challenging domains (cartoon and sketch, with weakest performance by DEEP ALL), our novel MAT-based filters are more helpful than the edge-based method alone: when an image has limited texture, our soft, dense skeleton representation helps provide signal to the subsequent convolutional network. EDGE alone, without the additional ResNet branch, is much weaker. HED is stronger than Canny on Painting and Photo for most methods, and weaker than Canny for Cartoon, for all methods. This is expected because HED was trained on photo data, and paintings are often photorealistic, but other domains are most distinct. Because our focus is on sparse domains like cartoons and sketches, we only use Canny in the remaining experiments.

Shape boosts DG methods: Table 2 shows the per-
performance of domain generalization methods which seek to statistically bridge domain gaps. All DG methods outperform DEEP ALL from Table 1 on average by varying amounts (0.3% for GRADREV, 1% for JIGSAW, 2.5% for EPISODIC and MASF). EPIS: CIR(2)+R boosts performance on Sketch by 2.8% compared to EPISODIC: R, and 0.15% on average. MASF: CIR(2)+R boosts MASF: R by 3.5% on Cartoon, 5.4% on Sketch, and 0.9% on average. Note that our numbers for the DG methods are lower than numbers in some of the original papers due to implementation and setting differences; we show data augmentation in Table 3. Small improvements on average are consistent with the original papers, e.g. [8] only reports a 1.5% improvement over DEEP ALL, and in [29], EPISODIC only achieves 1% better results than a DEEP ALL ensemble, and 2.5% better than a single DEEP ALL model.

**Benefit of shape persists with data augmentation:** In Table 3, we show the effect of data augmentation. At the top, we apply all six augmentations that we described in Sec. 4.1, to the baseline and three shape-based methods. Note that the last two of these augmentations were not used in prior work, but we generally see they boost results (discussed later). We see that the benefit of each shape method over DEEP ALL persists on average, and for the Cartoon and Sketch domains. (If only the standard four Jigsaw augmentations are used, benefits persist for Painting as well). Our CIR(2)+E+R is the strongest method, followed by CIR(2)+R and EDGE+R. In other words, our new MAT representation is most helpful in the data-augmented setting. CIR(2)+E+R achieves comparable results with several very recent domain generalization methods, namely [51] (0.8215 on average) and [10] (0.8146) vs 0.8251 for CIR(2)+E+R, simply through the use of shape. As shown in Table 2, shape is complementary to statistical domain generalization, so we can further boost [51, 10] by replacing ResNet-18 in these with CIR(2)+R+E.

**Impact of different augmentations:** At the bottom of Table 3, we show results from individual augmentation strategies (lighter shading), as well as combinations (darker shading), for two methods. We see that the two best individual augmentations (in red) differ by domain. For example, random **crops** are consistently among the best for Cartoons, but not for other domains, and **color jittering** is primarily helpful for Painting and Photo. Prior work [23] shows that while color jittering, Gaussian blur, and Sobel filtering reduce texture bias of ResNet, random crops **increase** texture bias. Our results put this previous observation in a new light: data augmentations that reduce texture bias are more helpful than other augmentations in the domain generalization setting. Yet even the result from crop augmentations improves when using CIR(2)+R rather than DEEP ALL (1% vs 1.4% gain from augmentation, respectively). Compared to the augmentations applied in JIGSAW [8], adding Gaussian and Sobel (resulting in **All augm**) performs much better, and for some domains, boosts performance even beyond recent domain generalization methods, e.g. for Painting and DEEP ALL, the 0.8130 from **All augm** is higher than the 0.8029 in MASF [15], but this is not the case with the original JigSaw augm’s 0.7873. Further, CIR(2)+E+R boosts results beyond the gain from data augmentation, on average and especially for Sketch (0.7378 to 0.7841, i.e. 4.6% gain).

**Relation to texture/shape bias:** We show that our method works better than mitigating texture bias from prior work [23], for improving domain robustness. [23] show that Gaussian blur, Sobel filtering, and color jittering, reduce texture bias. In Table 3, we show that our method achieves further gains (1.5-2% stronger) beyond reducing texture bias through these augmentations: compare the Avg column for DEEP ALL with Color jit, Gaussian and Sobel (0.7762, 0.7777, 0.7648) vs CIR(2)+R with the same augmentations (0.7951, 0.7978, 0.7798).

**Quality of Canny edges:** We next show an ablation (Table 4) where we evaluate the impact of the amount of smoothing applied before edge extraction. Larger values of sigma result in more smoothing, hence coarser edges. We see that the optimal amount of smoothing varies per target domain. Cartoon and Sketch require less smoothing to achieve optimal results than Painting/Photo. This demonstrates quantitatively that Cartoon and Sketch contain coarser/sparser structures, highlights the difference between those two groups of domains, and the importance of devel-
Optimal number of shape filters: In Table 5, we show the impact of varying the number of circles \( n \) for **CIR**(N)+E+R, where **CIR**(0)+E+R = EDGE+R. For Cartoon and Sketch, we improve performance if we add circular filters, but the optimal number of filters varies by domain (16 for Cartoon, 1 for Sketch), although the accuracies themselves are not very different, i.e. stdev is 0.004, 0.008, 0.012, 0.008. We could treat \( n \) as a hyperparameter but we find the best \( n \) on the val and test sets are very different due to the disjoint domains, thus in all other experiments, we use \( n = 2 \) as the intersection of the top-3 performers on Cartoon and Sketch (but not absolute best on either domain).

**Qualitative result:** Fig. 5 shows six images from PACS, correctly classified by our shape methods and incorrectly by JIGSAW. Small filters have high responses in the smaller areas like dog ears in cartoons, horse legs in sketches, and giraffe horn in paintings. Large filters highlight large areas like elephant ears in paintings, and dog and horse torsos in cartoons and sketches.

4.3. Results: Office-Home and DomainNet

Finally, we show results on two additional datasets. In Table 6, we show all OfficeHome domains. Methods perform similarly in this setting, consistent with prior literature (methods within 1% of each other in [8]). The lowest performance is on the sparsely-textured Clipart domain, which is also the one we focus on. **CIR**(N)+E+R outperforms all other methods (top part) on Clipart, and all shape methods outperform **DEEP ALL** by a large margin (4-5%). When combining EPISODIC with our shape representation, performance improves for Clipart (2%) and on average (0.3%).

In Table 7, we show results on just the sparse domains from DomainNet, using 10,000 images per domain. The reduced data explains low performance, but we see that **shape-based methods outperform the baseline in all cases**.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We examined the role of shape for improving domain generalization. We tested sensitivity to the quality of edges, and adapted skeletons into a dense representation. These shape representations boost performance in multiple domain generalization tasks. For sparsely-textured domains, skeletons outperform edges. Statistical domain generalization approaches benefit from shape.
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